TV combiners
TYPE DESCRIPTION

12-34-5
1-Number of inputs:
2PX - two inputs
3PX - three inputs
4PX - four inputs
5PX - five inputs
6PX - six inputs
7PX - seven inputs
8PX - eight inputs
9PX - nine inputs
2-Frequency range:
2-FM band (87.5-108 MHz)
3-VHF band (174-230 MHz)
4-UHF band (470-862 MHz)
3-Type of combiner
A - star-point type
B - CIF type
C - combined type (type A + B)
D - with the filter on the broadband input
S - stretchline
4-Maximum output power
050 – up to 50W
100 – up to 100W
1K0 – up to 1kW
10K – up to 10 kW
050D – up to 50W - rms
100D – up to 100W - rms
1K0D – up to 1kW - rms
10KD – up to 10 kW - rms
5-Filters in combiner
1 - all filters in combiner are
equal
2 - filters in combiner are not
equal
3 - filters in combiner with
Critical Mask
4 - filters in combiner with
Non-Critical Mask
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Combiners are used to combine the signals of several transmitters or repeaters into one
antenna system. In view of the unique configurations required by individual systems, Elti
perform a detailed analysis before recommending customised solutions to the customer
meeting following requirements:
• The combiners have to sustain the total output power, resulting all input powers,
dissipated power and peak voltage.
• Return losses of each component designate the output return loss of the combining
system, which is even more important in complex system (i.e. adjacent channel
configuration and/or critical mask with several inputs).
• Losses have to be limited as low as possible. Combining systems with many inputs
additionally increase the losses due to cascading of many elements.
• High isolation between the inputs is extremely important. Low isolation produces
intermodulation and additional losses. Therefore the filters have to be highly selective
for the challenging channel displacements (i.e. adjacent channels)

Combiners with mask filters for digital operation
Combiners for digital operation are most commonly CIF combiners or even as CIF
combiner with filter on broadband. Two possible designs are used for digital combiners
(see figures below).
Combiner with mask filters in transmitters is cost effective design when upgrading network
from analogue to digital. Existing combiners are used without any mask (3 or 4 cavity
filters), only to combine all the channels at maximum isolation level to antenna. Additionally,
minimum losses and group delay variation and maximum isolation are required. Mask
filters are placed in the transmitter (6, 7 or 8 cavity filters) to build non-critical or even
critical mask configuration. Adjacent channel configuration is generally not possible.
Second solution is the modern way to build digital network with mask combiner, which
has the function of combining several channels to single antenna and to build the mask
(non-critical or critical), even in adjacent channel configuration. Digital transmitters and
combining system have to be designed together to downsize insertion loss and maintain
the amplitudes and phases.
Elti transmitters are equipped with auto adaptive digital precorrection which requires
sampling with RF probe after the mask filter (solution 1) or on the combiner’s output
(solution 2). In this case the exciter is able to correctly process the measurement in the
presence of other channels.
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Solution 1: Combiners with mask filters in transmitters
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Solution 2: Combiner with mask filters
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Starpoint Combiners
Starpoint combiners (type A) represent a compact and effective solution when there is large channel spacing between the
transmitters and translators. In the starpoint configuration it is possible to combine up to 4 band pass filters. The starpoint
combiner is pretuned to the requested frequency, and is easily retuned on site.
Line lengths in starpoint combiners are dependent on channels. Elti has developed software for calculating a custom combiner
solution. A different solution is calculated for each specified channel configuration and input power in a matter of seconds.

Constant Impedance Combiners
Constant impedance combiners (type B) consist of pairs of 3 dB couplers and band-pass filters with the dummy load connected
in modules for each of the narrow-band inputs to the combiner. They are commonly used when the channels of the transmitters
or repeaters are close (even adjacent channel configuration), or when connecting a new module to a broadband input in order to
open additional channels.

A combination of starpoint and constant impedance combiners
When more than four transmitters or repeaters need to be connected in the same antenna system, a combination of starpoint and
constant impedance combiners can be installed (type C).

Stretchline Combiners
Stretchline combiners (type S) are adjustable across
the entire UHF band and feature and wide range of
filters with different numbers of cavities, high isolation,
low levels of insertion loss and are available in scalable
solutions from 5 W to 20 kW per channel.
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ANTENNA SYSTEMS, FILTERS AND COMBINERS

Specifications UHF starpoint combiners with no mask filters

2PX4-A010-14
3PX4-A150-14

2PX4-A400-14

3PX4-A3K0-14
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Specifications UHF CIF combiners without mask filters

2PX4-B200-14

2PX4-B800-14

3PX4-B6K0-14

2PX4-B10K-14
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